PRESS RELEASE
The Best of Stash – g27

Opening: 27 August, 5.00 - 8.00pm; the show runs until 2 October
Opening times: Wed - Fri 12.00 - 6.00pm and by appointment

Zurich – g27. On 27 August 2009, concurring with the official launch of the new Zurich gallery
season, the galleries Peter Tellini, Christian Roellin and Fabian & Claude Walter are opening "The
Best of Stash", their first jointly organised show at the new Zurich exhibition venue g27.
galerie | christian roellin (St. Gallen and Zurich) and Fabian & Claude Walter Galerie (Zurich), both
well-known for their contemporary art programme, and Galerie Peter Tellini (Zurich), with its choice
selection of design, are realising their new collaboration in g27, at the Grubenstrasse 27 in Zurich's
industrial quarter Binz. While galerie | christian roellin present with “Dot Random Mosaic” paintings
by Klaus Merkel, Fabian & Claude Walter Galerie is exhibiting photographs by Sonja Braas from
the work cycles "Forces" and "The Quiet of Dissolution" and Galerie Peter Tellini objects by Jean
Prouvé.
"The Best of Stash" serves both as title to the new show and as motto for the organisers' overall
vision. In their first exhibition, the galleries present three different positions from their respective
repertoire and thereby introduce a new form of staging artwork reaching beyond the classical
concept of a gallery exhibition. The show offers a platform for contemporary art and design and
creates thematic and formal synergies between the different artistic statements. By way of this
alliance, a demanding and surprising exhibition programme emerges for the gallerists, artists and,
last but not least, for visitors.
g27, with its impressive industrial architecture and an exhibition space of 450m2, is situated
between Bahnhof Enge, Sihl-City and Uetliberg and provides the ideal venue for a visual discourse
between the three galleries. While continuing to exist independently from each other, the galleries
draw upon the potential of their own important artistic stances to realise themed exhibitions, with an
emphasis placed on photography, painting and design of the 20th and 21st Century.
We look forward to welcoming you and your friends to g27 on 27 August as from 5.00 pm. For
further information or images please contact the respective galleries directly. Please consult the
invitation card for contact details.

With our kind regards,

Christian Roellin
More information on http://www.christianroellin.com
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